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A Turnkey Solution for Brokers, Hedge
Funds and Liquidity Providers



For brokers, liquidity providers, hedge funds and exchanges in
FX/CFD, and crypto markets.

Cutting-edge professional multi-asset
trading platform
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Stocks, futures, FX/CFDs, energies, metals,
and crypto assets. Exchange and OTC

markets. All are available here.

Trusted by 500+ institutions globally.
Industry-leading stability, reliability,

scalability and performance.

Proven Technology. Multi-asset.

A complete, cloud-native, powerful
trading architecture. End to end and

everything in between.

Open and flexible. Easy to integrate
through business workflow and

third-party solutions. 

Front-end to Back-end.Open Platform.

Not bundled with any LP.
Choose and connect to your
preferred liquidity provider. 

From KYC/CRM, and account opening
to risk management and reporting,

everything you need is in!

Neutral. Workflows All Covered.
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We’ve been the power behind many success stories.
Now we can power you too.

Engineered for
Professional Trading



Offer multi-asset trading services to clients.

Multiple trading GUIs and APIs for a premium experience.

Build your own branding with White-label.

Access to tier 1 liquidity provider for tight spreads.

Manage risks and trade flow through advanced modules.

Get instant, low-cost STP abilities.

Trade with liquidity providers of your own choice. 

One API/UI for all your FX and Crypto liquidity.

A managed and transparent trading workflow.

Ultra-low latency co-location (LD4/NY4/HK1) 

Best-in-class desktop and web trader.

Best execution through trade performance analytics. 

Brokers and Dealers

Fund Managers

Liquidity Providers

Integrate with MetaTrader 4/5 to expand market shares.

Offer Fortex trading UI to your clients.

Connect to Crypto liquidity to enhance your liquidity.

Construct liquidity pools to better manage your trade flows.

Synthesize unique products with FX/CFD and Crypto.

Liquidity distribution to other platforms and market takers.

Exchanges
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Source and aggregate multi-asset liquidity.

Liquidity distribution via a single API or Bridge.

Flexible and competitive liquidity configuration.

Sub-millisecond low latency to other LPs with cross-connect.

Auto-hedging, order execution and routing for profitability.

Big data and analytics to improve pricing strategies.

Optimized for buy-side and sell-side institutions



High-Performance Desktop.
Engineered for professionals with low latency 
and high performance. 

Trade anytime. Trade anywhere.
Download from the app store now.

Any Platform. Any Device.
Professional. Elegant interface. Any platform, any
device.  Market depth.  Fast execution. Designed
for trading in a fast dynamic.
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Trade Anytime.
Trade Anywhere.



200+ 

＜0.2s 

20+Layers

STP/ECN/DMA 

4

Netting & Hedging

Technical Analysis 
Indicators

Fast Execution

Market Depth

Trusted 
Trade Environment

Languages

2 Modes

Equinix NY4, LD4, HK1

3 Data Centers10,000+
Products available
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Brings the power and markets directly to traders



Ultra Low latency. High stability.
High-quality Liquidity.

FX/CFD.
Trade Spot, NDFs, Metals, Energies, CFD, and Algos with top-
tier institutions including 500+ banks, HFT funds, e-market
makers, and execution venues.

Crypto Asset.
Trade Spot, Futures, and Swap on 1000+ crypto assets. Access
liquidity from top crypto exchanges and OTC Desks.

Stocks.
Trade stocks from stock exchanges including NYSE, and NASDAQ.
Direct market access.

Futures.
Trade futures from US futures exchanges including CME, NYMEX
and ICE, and China's top 4 futures exchanges including SHFE, ZCE,
DCE, and CFFEX.

Availability

Liquidity Providers

Liquidity 
Data Centers

Daily Trading Volume

Products
Supported
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Trade with 500+
liquidity providers and
execution venues



Credit & margin, FIX, bridge, Omnibus, fund
manager, IB accounts with easy conditions. 

Manage liquidity, compliance, risk, trading
and operations via one single back office.

Backoffice Account System

Manage trade risks with advanced
settings, real-time monitors and liquidity
pools.

Dynamic roles including Admin,
Manager, IB and Trader, to cater to
different needs.

Layered RolesLiquidity and Risk Management

To your clients via Fortex frontends,
Bridge, APIs and other platforms.

Your own branded platform and you can also
offer your white label service to your clients.

White-LabelLiquidity Distribution

Integrate with banks, prime brokers, and
post-trade processors for institutional
workflow.

With high concurrency and low latency to
provide a stable and robust quote stream.

Prime BrokerPricing Engine

Set matching rules internally or externally to
maximize profit and reduce risks.

Generate reports that meet all major
regulatory requirements. 

Regulatory ReportingOrder Matching

Dynamic tech for exchange and OTC trades
with banks, CCPs, and exchanges.

Connect XForce via FIX, MT4/5 Bridge,
WebSockets, RESTful API, etc.

ConnectivitiesClearing & Settlement Tech
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For FX/CFD and crypto trading to the next level



Source and aggregate
global multi-asset
liquidity.

Bridging to your GUI,
MT4/5, Fortex, FIX API,
and other platforms.

Liquidity Aggregator

Bridge to other platforms

Distribute liquidity on
your own terms.

Liquidity Distributing

Risk & Execution Management Manage trade flow in one
centralized platform.
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Think Bigger. 
Aim Higher. Act Bolder.
XForce is more than a trading platform.
It's also a multi-task platform to elevate your business.



We've Got You Covered

Gateway to LPs Included APIs for 3rd Party Vendors
Use API to connect your CRM platform or
code your trading strategies, etc.

Built-in gateway to top 500+ LPs. No need
to spend extra money for 3rd party LP
gateways.

Customization Available
Customize further for your own workflow
and brand awareness.

Basic CRM
Built-in CRM and its API. Get your business
up and running.

Premium Server Hosting
and Network Included 

Extended 24*7 
Expert Support

Server hosting and premium global network
included. Choose our data center at Equinix
NY4, LD4, and HK1.

Our premium support is always here, 24*7.
You focus on your client and trading. We
focus on you.
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A turnkey, cost-effective and worry-free solution.
You focus on your business. We focus on you.



You'll benefit from our electronic price distribution and e-trading
workflows. You'll use the XForce Platform liquidity aggregator that
connects to LPs and trading venues, from FX/CFD, equities, futures

and crypto liquidity for price construction, auto-hedging and
redistribution.

Use Case

Your risk and operations desk will use the Fortex UI to access
liquidity from all your liquidity providers in the markets,

providing razor-tight spreads, fast execution and customized
liquidity to your clients.

You'll also be able to provide liquidity to Fortex clients, connecting as a
liquidity provider and leveraging the Fortex Liquidity Network to

increase your liquidity distribution and influence.
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Institutional & Retail Brokers
Leading institutional and retail brokers access liquidity

and distribution liquidity via a single solution



You'll benefit from Fortex's complete liquidity customization
across OTC markets to provide liquidity to a wide range of top-tier
institutions, banks, retail brokers, corporates and broker-dealers.

You'll also benefit from the low-latency and cost-effective,
highly configurable liquidity distribution solution to create

more business opportunities and client success.
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Liquidity Providers
Low-cost liquidity distribution to FX/CFD/Crypto players

on Fortex Liquidity Network via a single API

Use Case



Access and trade the global markets via one single platform.
Gain better safety of funds via a managed and transparent

trading workflow. 

Fortex is the platform of choice because it's neutral, open
and has a fully disclosed trading setup with LPs, ensuring
more competitive pricing and higher fill rate for the fund

managers and traders.

You'll benefit from trading with the best liquidity provider of
your own choice and executing complex strategies on Fortex. 
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Hedge Funds
Leverages XForce to trade multi-assets in

global markets

Use Case



You'll benefit from Integrating your liquidity to the popular
MetaTrader 4/5 with minimal learning curves and expand to

the FX/CFD client base.

You'll also benefit from distributing your liquidity to other platforms
and market takers, and expanding the boundaries.

You'll benefit from connecting to other Crypto exchanges and
OTC Desks to enhance your liquidity and optimize risk

management.

You'll benefit from constructing your own trading product using
price synthesis, combining FX/CFD and Crypto to differentiate

and capture more market opportunities.
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Crypto Exchanges
Expanding the boundary of crypto business

with FX/CFD expertise

Use Case



info@fortex.com

www.fortex.com

+1.650.591.8822

Book A Demo?

Contact us.


